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SAFE FROM FRAUD:
Quick Facts on Business Banking
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Thank you for being a
Kennebec Savings Bank customer
and for putting your trust in us to 
fulfill your business banking needs!

Unfortunately, every business is susceptible to 
fraud. As technology evolves, cybercriminals, 
identity thieves, and hackers are finding new 
ways to commit these crimes. By employing best 
practices as part of your overall business strategy, 
you improve your ability to mitigate fraud before it 
impacts your business and your customers.

This booklet looks at the various kinds of fraud 
your business may encounter and provides you 
with best practices, mitigation strategies, and 
actionable steps you can take to help safeguard 
your business. Dealing with fraud can be daunting, 
but as your Bank, we are here to offer you the 
knowledge, expertise, and services you need to do 
what you do best – run a successful business! Call 
on us any time for questions or assistance.

Thank you once again for choosing Kennebec 
Savings Bank.

Sincerely,

Paige O’Donnell
Vice President of Retail Banking
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Best Practices:
 • Keep written documentation of all transaction details (authorization, account details, etc.)
 • Have a plan for making changes (written proof, voided check, bank letter) and verify 
    the person (don’t take email as proof)
 • Review authority or dual control approvals on file
 • Train your staff on the process of reviewing and making changes
 • Set up ACH alerts through online banking

Incident Response:
 • Detect the incident and determine the process to stop and correct, if possible
 • Complete forms to try and reverse the unauthorized transaction(s)  
 • Review all accounts for any other suspicious activity
 • If a computer is involved in the fraud, consider having your IT department inspect the 
    computer before it is used again
 • Consider if there is a need to freeze online banking access (dependent on fraud type)

Contact and Communication: 
Contact appropriate parties involved, which could include employees, banks, local IT 
specialists, etc.

Follow Up:
 • Consider Positive Pay as a tool to help you mitigate fraud for ACH activity
 • Depending on the kind of fraud, you may need to freeze or close the account

PAYROLL/ACH FRAUD
Payroll and ACH fraud takes on many forms, all of which threaten small businesses. Some 
forms of payroll fraud can be very difficult to identify, meaning they can go on for a long time. 
Here are some tips that may help you prevent or catch the activity and how to recover.
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Best Practices:
 • Keep written documentation of all transaction details (authorization, account details, etc.)
 • Review authority and dual control approvals on wires
 • Train your staff on the process of reviewing and making changes
 • Have a verification policy in place for wire requests or changes to wire requests 
 • Verify all new wire instructions or updates to existing wire instructions not received in 
    person with the individual/entity via a phone call to a number you have on file
 • Set up wire alerts through Online Banking 

Incident Response:
 • Detect the incident and determine the process to stop and correct, if it is possible
 • Review accounts for any other suspicious activity; Depending on the type of fraud, you 
    may need to freeze or close the account 
 • If a computer is involved in the fraud, consider having your IT department inspect the 
    computer before it is used again
 • Depending on the fraud, you may need to freeze online banking access

Contact and Communication: 
Contact your bank to determine if and how to stop the unauthorized access

Follow Up:
 • Monitor existing accounts for any further suspicious activity
 • The incident may require setting up new accounts

ONLINE WIRES
There are several common ways that bad actors can initiate fraudulent wire transfers. Best 
practices on how to prevent online wire fraud are outlined below.
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Best Practices:
 • Examine all bills
 • Feel the paper
 • Use a counterfeit marker that will change colors when the bill is fake
 • Tilt the note to see certain ink change color
 • Check with light to view a watermark and security thread

Incident Response:
 • Do not put yourself in a position of danger
 • Do not return the bill to the passer
 • If possible, delay the passer with an excuse
 • Take note of the passer’s physical appearance and record their vehicle 
    license plate, if possible

Contact and Communication:
 • Contact your local police department or call your local Secret Service office
 • Place the counterfeit bill(s) inside a protective cover, a plastic bag or an envelope until  
    you can pass it on to an identified Secret Service special agent. You can also mail it to 
    your nearest Secret Service office

Resources:
 • U.S. Currency Education Program: Dollars in Details 
 • U.S. Currency Education Program: Quick Reference Guide
 • U.S. Currency Education Program: Know its Features. Trust it’s Real.

Monies / Counterfeiting
When you accept counterfeit bills at your business, you’re losing out on money. It’s important 
to keep your money, employees, and customers safe from fraud. In the event you receive 
counterfeit money, we have outlined below some best practices and next steps.
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Best Practices:
 • If you get a call to troubleshoot your merchant device, always ask the caller what 
    company they work for 
 • Know if you work directly with your bank or with a merchant vendor
 • Never give out your account information
 • Be diligent with quotes from vendors; you shouldn’t be required to sign anything for a quote
 • Never sign a document without reading it thoroughly

Incident Response:
 • Detect the incident and determine the process to stop and correct it, if it is possible
 • Review accounts for any other suspicious activity. Depending on the type of fraud, you 
    may need to freeze or close the account
 • If a computer was impacted by fraud, have your IT department inspect the computer 
    before it is used again

Contact and Communication: 
Contact the bank to see what can be done to stop access. Contact your BASYS processing 
team for additional support and resources

Follow Up: Take these step to protect your customers’ data
 • Don’t keep sensitive information on hand
 • Comply with industry standards
 • Stay PCI compliant

MERCHANT CREDIT 
CARD PROCESSING
Unlike credit card fraud against an individual, business credit card fraud can harm multiple 
people — and affect the reputation of the company itself. Thankfully, there are many 
precautionary steps that companies can take to minimize the risk of credit card fraud and 
identify suspicious activity before it results in long-term problems.
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Best Practices:
 • Keep passwords, login details, associated reports, and checks securely locked up
 • Separate office duties and daily reconciliation or other security controls in place
 • Shred or destroy checks after your retention period
 • Utilize anti-virus and firewall services to protect your computer and internet access

Incident Response:
 • Detect the incident and determine process to stop check processing with bank
 • Review accounts for any other suspicious activity

Contact and Communication: 
Contact the bank for next steps. Depending on the type of fraud, you may need to freeze or 
close the account

Follow Up: 
 • Keep your computer software up-to-date and regularly back up your data
 • Change any compromised login information right away 
 • Don’t provide information to anyone who calls or emails you that you do not know

REMOTE DEPOSIT
Protecting your company data and customer information is crucial to the security of your 
business. As you process deposits, you are taking responsibility for customer information. 
It is important to find ways to protect not only your data but that of your customers and 
vendors as well.
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Best Practices:
• Do not share your login credentials
• Keep your credentials stored in a safe place
• Review account activity regularly and set up email or text alerts
• Update your passwords regularly
• Use multifactor authentication
• Avoid using public WiFi for online banking

Incident Response:
• In the event an online banking takeover occurs, immediately contact the bank to

freeze online banking access
• Contact your trusted technical support resource

Contact and Communication: 
Contact the bank for next steps

Follow Up: 
• Make sure your devices are using the most up-to-date operating system available

ONLINE BANKING
Online banking brings with it many conveniences, but it is imperative that businesses 
adjust their online business banking practices to protect themselves from attacks and 
potential monetary losses.
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Best Practices:
 • Order high-security checks
 • Complete prompt reconciliation
 • Ensure the business and your employees follow secure check stock controls
 • Review all checks for check font inconsistencies or alterations

Incident Response:
 • Place all stop payments on additional outstanding checks or series of checks
 • Review accounts for unauthorized transactions
 • Contact the bank to freeze additional transactions from posting

Contact and Communication: 
Contact the bank for next steps

Follow Up: 
 • Enroll in Positive Pay, which compares the account number, check number, dollar 
    amount, and payee name (optional) on checks presented for payment against the 
    list of checks issued and authorized by the company. All of the components of the 
    check must match exactly to prevent check fraud
 • Depending on the type of fraud, you may need to freeze or close the account
 • Order new checks with enhanced security features like copy void pantograph, 
    security inks, and watermarks

CHECK FRAUD
Business check-cashing fraud begins when a customer’s legitimate business checks are 
taken and a fraudulent copy is made with the intent to cash as many checks as possible at 
numerous bank branches — sometimes pocketing tens of thousands in just one day. These 
steps below will help guide your business on how to not only prevent this fraud but also what 
to do in the event this unfortunate situation takes place.
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Best Practices:
 • Be Skeptical: Legitimate tech companies won’t contact you by phone, email, or text 
    message to tell you there’s a problem with your computer. Pop-up warnings from real 
    tech companies will never ask you to call a phone number or click on a link.
 • Avoid the Hook: Take a few minutes to review a request. Hang up and call a trusted 
    number for your vendor.
 • Look for Scam Tip-Offs: Be wary if you do not have an account with the company, 
    there are grammatical errors, or something just doesn’t seem right. Legitimate tech 
    companies will never ask you to pay via gift cards or similar payment methods.

Incident Response:
 • If a tech support scammer contacts you, report it to the FTC at www.reportfraud.ftc.gov.
 • File a complaint with the FBI at www.ic3.gov.
 • Visit www.identitytheft.gov. Victims of tech support scams could become victims of identity 
    theft; There are steps you can take to minimize your risk.

Contact and Communication: 
Contact the bank for next steps.

Follow Up: 
 • Keep your computer and mobile device security software up-to-date and regularly 
    back up your data.
 • Don’t provide information to anyone who calls or emails you out of the blue. Only 
    do it if you’ve called or emailed them from a trusted contact method.

Resources: 
How To Spot, Avoid, and Report Tech Support Scam (ftc.gov)

TECH SUPPORT SCAM
Scammers take advantage of your reasonable concerns about viruses and other threats, but 
their real goal isn’t to protect your computer. Instead, they want to sell you useless services, 
steal your credit card number, or install malware, which lets them see everything on your 
computer. Here is how to prevent your business from becoming a victim.
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Best Practices:
• Don’t take the Bait: Phishing is when you get emails, texts, or calls that seem to be
   from companies or people you know, but they’re actually from scammers. 
• Avoid the Hook: Take a few minutes to review a request. Hang up and call a 
   trusted number.
• Look for Scam Tip-Offs: Be wary if you do not have an account with the company, if there are 
   grammatical errors, or if something does not seem right.

Incident Response:
• Report it to the FTC at www.ftc.gov/complaint.
• Forward phishing emails to spam@uce.gov and to the company, bank, or organization     
   impersonated in the email. You also may report phishing email to reportphishing@antiphishing.org 

• Visit www.identitytheft.gov. Victims of phishing could become victims of identity theft; there     
   are steps you can take to minimize your risk.

Contact and Communication: 
Contact the bank for next steps.

Follow Up: 
• Keep your computer and mobile device security software up-to-date and regularly   
   back up your data.
• Change any compromised passwords right away and do not reuse those passwords   
   for other accounts.
• Don’t provide information to anyone who calls or emails you out of the blue. Follow up with a 
   call or email from a trusted contact method.

Resources: 
Phishing: Don’t Take the Bait | American Bankers Association (aba.com) 

PHISHING SCAMS
The risk of phishing is considerable for businesses. There are many methods that the 
scammers use to encourage you to act now without thinking deeply or critically. Here are 
some tips on how to avoid being hooked by these phishing scams.
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